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We are given n points distributed randomly in a compact region D of R”. We consider 
various optimisation problems associated with partitioning this set of points into k subsets. For 
each problem we demonstrate lower bounds which are satisfied with high probability. For the 
case where D is a hypercube we use a partitioning technique to give deterministic upper bounds 
and to construct algorithms which with high probability can be made arbitrarily accurate in 
polynomial time for a given required accuracy. 
1. Introduction 
We are given n points X = {x(l), . . . , .r@)} belonging to a given compact region 
D G Rm. We study in this paper various optimisation problems associated with 
such a set: 
hoblem 1. Find Y = {y(l), . . . , y(‘)} c_ D such that 
zl(X, Y) = max(min(/lP - y(j’(l :j = 1, . . . , k) : i = 1, . . . , n) 
is minimised. 
Problem 2. Find Y = {y(l), . . . , y(‘)}~ X such that 2,(X, Y) is minimised. It will 
bc convenient o refer to the objective function as 2,(X, y) in this case. 
Problem 3. Partition X into k subsets X1, . . . , xk so that 
23(X1, l ' ' 9 Xk)=max(max(l(x-yll:w,yExj):j=l,.*=, k) 
is minimised. 
Problem 4. Partition X into k subsets X1, . . . , xk so that 
is minimised. 
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The norms considered will be 
llxl~ = ( 2 x;)1’2, 
j=l 
II II x00 =lIIaX((Xjl:j=l,...,tII). 
Non-euclidean versions of the above problems are known to be NP-hard as are 
the corresponding problems of finding c-optimal solutions for arbitrary E > 0. 
(For m = 1 problems 1, 2, 3 are solvable in polynomial time using dynamic 
programming. the status of problem 4 when m = 1 is not known.) 
It is likely therefore that problems l-4 are also NP-hard as is the case for 
Euclidean versions of other NP-hard problems [2,3]. This paper conducts a 
probabilistic analysis of these problems. The pz points are assumed to be randomly 
and uniformly distributed over the region D which is assumed to have hyper- 
volume V 
Results can be obtained for other norms by using the fact that for any two 
norms II IL II lib h t ere exists a constant p such that for x E R” llxllo G p \I&. For 
example if m = 2 and k, yt grow so that k/n 3 0 as n+m we show that in problem 
1 using II lie that 
2: = min z,(X, Y) 3 (V&r)“* 
with probability tending to 1. Now as llxlla> IIxll&/Z this implies that using II Ii= 
with probability tending to 1. We can however prove in this case that zT 2 
i( V/k)“* with probability tending to 1. We have thus analysed these norms 
separately. 
We follow the approach used in Fisher and Hochbaum [l]. For an instance of 
problem t we denote the value of an optimal solution by zi(n, k). For each 
problem we derive lower bounds for z: which are valid with probability tending 
to 1 assuming that k/rz - d < 1 in problems, 1, 2, 3 and d s $ for problem 4. 
Then restricting our attention to the case where D is a hypercube we derive 
simple upper bounds for z f. We then use a grid technique as in Fisher and 
Hochbaum [l J such that given E > 0 we derive a solution of value & where 
A 
4-q *s EZ~ with probability tending to 1. The time complexity of these al- 
gorithms are 0( @) ) where p(c) naturally depends on E. Fisher and Hochbaum 
analysed the It, -median problem: find Y = {y(j), . . . , y!“)} c X such that 
f min(((r”’ - ~(~~11~ : i = 1,. . . , k) 
j=l 
is minimised. 
They only considered UI = 2 and 11 llr but their analysis would extend easily to 
general m. 
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The results obtained here can be usefully compared with those of [l], most 
importantly for problem 2 with m = 2 and 11 IL we show that for a fixed region the 
optimal value (usually) grows like 114 whereas for the k-median problem the 
optimal value grows like n/a. The factor n is what one would expect on 
comparing objective functions. 
2. An&y&a of probhm 1 
We first compute a probabilistic lower bound to problem 
use Stirling’s inequalities 
1 using 11 II=. We shall 
(n/e)“(2nn)‘i2S n! S (12n/12n - l)(n/e)“(2n7#‘* 
several times to replace factorials and so we have stated them here for conveni- 
ence. 
Notation. For a E R, a 2 0 and c E R” the hypersphere is 
HS(c, u) = {x E R" : 11x - clL s a}. 
It’s hypervolume is denoted by c,a” where the cm satisfy 
(I 
d2 
c,=2 and c,,,+~= 2 cos m+l BdB) cm for mal. 
0 / 
Note that 
I 
Id2 
cos*” 8 de = 
2n-1 2n-3 1 7r P.P.. .-.- 
0 2n 2n-2 2 2’ 
I 
d2 2n 2n-2 2 
0 cos2”+1Bde=G’2~” l 3. 
Let XC_ R" be finite. Let r = r(X) be the radius of the smallest hypersphere 
containing X and let c = c(X) be the centre of this hypersphere. 
Lemma 2.1. Let X, r, c be as above and suppose rc a. If z E R” is such that 
r{XU{z})s a, thm llz-cll,Sa +(a*- r’)l/*. 
Proof. Let Y = {.z E X: Ilx - ~11~ = r} # 8. Now let C = convex hull of Y. We show 
by contradiction that c E C. If c$ C let b be the nearest point of C to c. Let 
c, =(l-A)c+hb for O<A<l. Now for A>0 and YE ‘YIJyG,(l,<\)y-~ll~ and so 
if A is “small enough” c can be the centre of a hypersphere of radius r’ < r 
containing X. Thus c E C and SO c = xfzo Aiyi where Ai ~0 for i = 1, . . . , d and 
xtzl Ai = 1. Now let z be as in the statement -3f the lemma and let c1 =- c(X U (2)). 
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Since c E C there exists y, such that (c, - c) l (yt -c) s 0. Then 
~‘~Il~l-Ytll~ 
= ~~c~-C~~+llyr-Cl~-2(c~-c)o (Y,-c) 
=+, -clE+ r2. 
Thus Ilc, - c[le s ( a2 - r2)1’2 and herIce 
Lemma 2.2. 
Then for n 2 2 there exists b = b(m) > 1 such that 
Y( n, a) - Prob(F( n, a)) s bJ;;unM1 (2.1) 
where v = cmum/K 
Prmf. Let p(n, L) be the density function of the random variable z = radius of the 
smallest hypersphere containing n random points in D. 
It follows that P( n, a) = Jo” p(n, z) dz and it follows from Lemma 2.1 *)?z;= 
P(n+l, a)+,_(V) iap(n, z)(a+(a2-z2)1’2)m dz. 
Jo 
Integration by parts gives 
P(n+ 1, a)~(C,a”/V)P(n, a) 
+(mc,lV) aP(n, 
I 0 
NOW P(2, a) c 2”c,a”/V and if for some n a 2 and constant CY P(n, z) s 
~)(a + (a2 - z~)“~)“-~z(u~ - z2)-li2 dz. 
(2.2) 
a(CmZm/V)n-l for all z 2 0 then substitution in (2.2) gives 
Y(n+ 1, a)G~(l+ ~_,)(c,a”/V)” 
where 
u,,__~ = m (1 +cos @)“-‘(sin 6)min-1)+1 de. 
We deduce therefore that for n 2 2 
n--2 
P(n, a)G2”n (1+~.4&~a~/V)“-~ 
. 
t-1 
(2.3 
The RI-IS of (2.3) is bounded by b’%“- for some b dependent on m. This can be 
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shown as follows: 
where a is dependent on m. If 
&f 
M M-2 2 C-m-. . .- M+ l M_l 3 for M even, 
M M-2 ’ forModd =-.-. . .- 
M+l M+l 2 9 
we show that & < 2/Jii;l. For M even 
M-1 M-3 3 
p,<l.-.-...- 
M M-2 4’ 
Thus PL<2/(M + 1) <2/M: For M odd p&C l/M by a similar argument. Thus 
u, < 2&/G= @I& for p = Z&/E. 
Thus for na2 
n-2 
n (l+&)<~(l+@/J?j<e2@G 
t=1 t-1 
as may be shown by induction on n. 
Thus the R.H.S. of (2.3) < 2me2g~2;“-1 which can be simplified to b%“-’ for 
large enough 6. 
Lemma 23. Let n points X = {x(l), . . . , d”)} be chosen at random in D. For a 3 0 
and o = c,a”/V 
Prob(&, k) G a) 6 (ku)n-kekbJn?if& (2.4) 
Roof. LetX,,..., Xk ePART(n, k) = the set of (unordered) partitions of X into 
k subsets. Let n, = lXtl for t = 1,. . . , k and let 
Q = Prob((X, G HS(c,, Q) for some c, E D) for t = 1, . . . , k) 
= fi Prob(X, sHS(c,,a) for some c, E D) 
t-l 
= fi Prob(F(n, a)) as in Lemma 2.2. 
t=l 
I3y Lemma 2.2 
k 
Q SO 
n-k 
n 
b& s Vn-kba . 
t=l 
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Now let 3(X) = {(X,, . . . , X,.) f PART( n, k) : r(X,) =Z a for t = 1, . . . , k} (r as in 
Lemma 2.1). We note that S(X) = $93 ry(n, k) r a. Thus 
Prob( zF( n, k) s a) 6 Prob(S(X) # 8) 
s E((S(X)I) (Expectation by the above) 
< (PART(n, k)( u”-%~ 
~(knJk!)u”-kb~ 
The result now follows after using Stirlings inequalities. D 
Theorem 2.1. For sequence of problems where n-+a and k = nd +O(l/n3) with 
Osd<l we have 
Prob($(n, k)+~V/kc,,$‘~ s lIJZZ+Ojlln) 
where cyn = (e--dp%Jl/(l-d, . 
(2.5) 
Proof. Simply substitute (a&%&)“” for a in (2.4). c] 
Thus if k + m (2.5) provides a lower bound for zy(n, k) with probability tending 
to 1. 
For constant k we must clearly have 27~ (V,%C~)~‘” - note cyo = 1 -else we 
cannot COVCT D with k hyperspheres of radius 27. It is straightforward to show 
that for finite k we must do this with probability tending to 1. 
We continue by computing 
on a lemma about covering D 
{r f K’* : /x - cl1 s a}. 
lower bounds to zr for II &,,. We base our analysis 
with hypercubes. It will be used for sets of the form 
Notation. Let u, c f R”cr 30. The hyperoblong is 
HO(C, a)={xtZR” :IXj-CjIs$aj for j= 1,. . . , m}. 
It’s hypervc&me is of course u1 a2 l l l a,. 
Lemma 2.5. Let E(n, c, a) be Oje event that n points X = {x(l), . . . , d”)) chosen at 
random from D lie in HO(c, a) and let F( n, a) = &sD E(n, c, a). Then for n 3 2 
P(n, a) = Prob(F(n, a)& n”v”-’ 
where v = ala2 9 l l am/V. 
Proof. Let p(n, z) be the density function of the random vector z E R” where 
21, l l l 9 z, are the iengths of the sides of the smallest hyperoblong containing the 
set X. These lengths are given by 
zi = max(Xil), . . . , xi”)) - min($), L . . , xi”‘). 
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Thus 
We also have 
p(n, z) dz, ***dzl and 
d”p(n, 2) p(n,z)=er ...z . 
1 m 
P(n+l,a)G I”* l l jom(p(n, z)/v)( fi (Za,-LI)) dz, l l l dz,. (2.6) 
0 0 t-1 
This is because for given zl. . 4 z, the random point x(“*‘) must lie in a 
hyperoblong of sides (2aI - 2,) . l l (2a, - z,,,) in order that F(n + 1, a) can occur. 
Next let M={l,2,..., m} and for S G A4 let P’ denote P(n, ItI l l l h, j where 
hi = q for i E S and h = zi for i# S. Let ds = flids dzi and a, = flies ai. Successive 
integration of the RHS of (2.6) by parts gives 
(2.7) 
Now P(2, a) s 2mal v . l a,/V and if for some n 2 2 and constant QL P(n, z) s 
a((flK 1 &)I Wnml for z 20 then from (2.7) we have 
= c aabn_IQ V”, 3 = M - S 
SsM )/ = cu(l+ l/n)“u”. 
Thus 
P(n+l,a)sfi (l+l/t)mun=(n+l)mun* 0 
t=l 
Lemma 2.7. Let n poinrts X = {d’), . . . , x@)} be chosen at random in D. For a 2 0 
and u = am/V 
Prob(zT(n, k)~~a)s(kv)n-‘ek(n/k)km/J. (2.8) 
Pm& Let (X1,..., Xk) EPART(~, k) and IXil= ni for i = 1,. . . , k. Let (I = 
(a,...,a)eR” and let Q =Prob((X, sH3(Ci, U’ for some Ci E P) for i = 
1 k. )**a9 
By Lemma 2.4 with u = am/V 
Qsfi nrzP1 -* =G (n/k)‘“umak. 
i= 1 
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It follows as in Lemma 2.3 thllzt 
Prob($(n, k&z/2)~(k”/k!)Q. 
The;resuit now follows after using Stirlings inequalities. 0 
Theibrem 2.2 For Q sequence of problems where n --) 00 and k = nd +0(1/n) with 
0SdCl we have 
Prob(ry(n, k)~(&.&/k)““)~ lJJSZ+O(l/n) (2.9) 
where ad = (e-ddmd)l’(l-d). 
Roof. Simply substitute (at,V/k)“” for a in (2.8). D 
Similar comments to those given after Theorem 2.1 apply. We now describe the 
calculation of upper bounds and approximate solutions in the case that D is a 
hypercuI.3e of side L. Let k = [k I’* J and divide D uniformly into km hypercubes 
of side L/l and let Y consist of the centres of these hypercubes plus k - ff* other 
points in D. 
. 
11 Ile. For x E D there is a point y E Y such that 11;~ - y&s ~n”~L/2k and so for 
this norm 
zT(n, k) s m ‘12L/2k. 
11 II=. For x E D there is a point y E Y such that Ilx - yII_ s L/2i and SO for this 
norm 
zT(n, k) < L/2&. 
Notice that if k = i” this upper 
derived after Theorem 2.2 when 
We now consider approximate 
mines the proposed accuracy of 
bound coincides closely with the lower bound 
d =O. 
solutions. Let r >O be an integer which deter- 
the solution. Divide D uniformly into T = t* 
hypercubes HI, . . . , HT of side L/t. Let C= {c,, . . . , c,} be the set of centres of 
these hypercubes. Let 
fI = min(zJX, Y) :Y c_ C and \Y\ = k). 
This can be computed in 0(2Tnk) time. Let Y* minimise zl. Assume without loss 
of generality that Y* s Uf= 1 Hi. NOW for x E D and y E Hj 
llq -4l~llq -Yll+IlY -41 
and hence 
21 -z 7 s max(l)c, - yII : y E Y* n H,). 
11 lie. Thus i, - z$ M”~ L/2t. Now fix 1 > E > 0 and consider a sequence of 
problems for which k s p log n where p > 0. Putting t = [n~*‘~(kc,)““‘/2~~ we see 
that i, - zf s EZ~ with probability 2 1 - (2wk)-“2. 
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For large k 2= a A k where A = 2(“‘m’W~m~m~ 
and so the approximation scheme is polynomial when k is restricted in this 
manner. 
11 IL. In this case i, - rrc L/2t and we take t = [l~~‘~/el. 
3. Analyfi of problem 2 
We first compute a probabilistic lower bound for problem 2 using 11 II=. 
Lemma 3.1. Let n poinzs x = {x(l), . l . , d”)} be chosen at random in D. For a 2 0 
and o = c,a”/V 
Prob($(n, k)~a)~(12/ll)(kz$‘-k(nn/kk(n-k)n-k)Jn/2?rk(n-k). 
(3.1) 
Pmof. Let J=(il,...,ik}rN={l,2,...,n} and let Y={~~l),...,x(i*)}. If ]‘E 
N-J, then Prob(there exists i(j) E J such that 11x”) - w(~G))J~~ G a} s ku. Hence 
Prob(for all j E N - J there exists i(j) c J such that 
II 
#I _ x(W) I),~a)~(kti)“-~ (3.2) 
Now there are (z) subsets of size k in N and hence Prob($(n, k) s a) = Prob((3.2) 
holds for some J) s (3(ku)n-k. the result now follows after using Stirlings ine- 
qualities. 
Theorem 3.1. For a sequence of problems where n-+m and k = nd + O( l/n) with 
Osd<l we htm 
Prob(zf(n, k)~(ar,V/kcm)1~m)~(12/11)Jn/2~k(n- k)+O(lin) 
where fxd = (1 - d)dd’(l-d). 
(3.3) 
Proof. Use Lemma 3.1, 0 
Thus if k -300 (3.3) provides a lower bound for zf( n, k) with probability tending 
to 1. 
For constant k the problem can be solved exactly in O(nk+‘) time by examining 
each k-subset of X. 
In the case of 11 lla a similar proof gives 
Theorem 3.2. For a sequence of problems where n-,* and k = nd +0(1/n) with 
Osd<l we have 
Prob(zf(n, k)~3(c~,V/k)““)~(12/11)&1/2~k(n- k)+O(l/n) 
where c&d = (1 - d)dd’t’-d). 
(3.3) 
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We once again describe the calculation of upper bounds and approximate 
solutions in the case that D is a hypercube of side L. We again divide D 
uniformly into Em hypercubes of side L/6 and this time to produce Y we select 
one point of X from each hypercube that contains points of X and then make up 
Y to size k be arbitrary addition of points in X not used so far. This gives 
TO obtain approximate solutions we proceed in much the same manner as in 
Section 2. We choose t > 0 as before and divide D into HI,. . . , .I& For each 
JcSJ={Jc(l,. . . , T):lf)= k) we proceed as follows: for ea& jeJ such that 
Hi n X# $3 choose xhi) E Hj n X. This produces kl 5 k points to which we arbitrar- 
ily add k -k, other points from X to form a set Y(J). Then let &= 
min(z2(X, Y(J)) : .? c SJ) which can be computed in 0(2*nk) time. 
Now let Y* minimize z2 and assume without loss of generality that PC 
UF=, Hi. A use of the triangular inequality as in Section 2 shows that 
52-22 *GL, where L, = max(lllr - ~11: x, y E H,). 
Assuming k G d log n and given E > 0 and taking 
t = [G2(kc,)1’m/~l for 11 Iler 
t = [2k”“/&~ for II IL (3-4) 
we have i, - 2: s EZ: with high probability and the time taken is polynomial in n. 
4. Anlrlysis of problem 3 
Our lower bounds for II lie are based on 
Lemma 4.1. Let Xc, R” be a finite set and suppose that JC, y E X implies 11x - ylle c 
a. Then t = r(X) s a( m/2( m + 1))‘12 where I is the radius of the smallest hypersphete 
containing X. 
Proof, Let c = c(X) be the centre of this hypersphere and as in Lemma 2.1 
c = If= 1 &vi where llyi - GIL= r. We can assume by Caratheodory’s theorem that 
dsm+l. If Zi=(Yi-C)/T for l<i<d then 
0 = i AiZi 
II II 
2 
= C A:+2 C AihjZi l Zj 
i= 1 e 
We show that there exists k, I such that Zk l zl. s - l/(d - 1). (If d = 1 then X = {c} 
and the result is trivial.) For if not we have 
0 > C A: - (2/(d - 1)) C AiAj = (C (& - Aj)2)/(d - 1) 20. 
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Thus 
a2ahde 
= r2 11s - ZJk 
= T”(Z’, + 2: - 2Zk l 21) 
3 t2(2 + 2/(d - 1)) a ~~(2 +2/m). 0 
Using this result in conjunction with Theorem 2.1 gives 
‘I’he~rem 4.1. For a sequence of probkms where n+m and k = nd f O( l/n) with 
Oed<l we haue 
Prob(rg(n, k)~ru,(V/kc,)““)~l/~+O(l/n) 
where tud = (2( m + l)/m)1’2(e-db-~)1’mt1-d). 
(4.1) 
The result for 11 IL depends on the fact that if XG R” is such that r, y E: X 
implies 11x - yII m s a &en X can be contained in a hypercube of side a. This gives 
using Theorem 12.2. 
Theorem 4.2. For Q sequence of problems for which n+w and k/n-* d C 1 we 
have 
Prob(z$(n, k)S(cu,V/k)““)~ l/m+Q(l/n) (4.2) 
where ad = (eadd md)x’(‘-d). 
Once again assuming that D is a hypercube of side L we obtain upper bounds 
by dividing D into E = lrn hypercubes of side L/k Let these hypercubes be 
H 1, . . . , HE. We then partition X into X n I&, . . . , X n Ht; plus k - k empty sets. 
If there are points of X on the boundaries of several hypercubes we assign these 
points arbitrarily to one of them. This partition gives 
2: S nt”‘IJk for II lie 
z+ L/C for II IL- 
To obtain approximate solutions we again choose t> 0 and divide D into 
T=t” hypercubes H,,...,H, For .&I1,2,...,7’} let H”=UiEJHi and let 
P( ‘I’) = the set of partitions of (1, . . . , 7’} into k subsets. For (J1, . . . , Jk) E P(T) let 
&(J,, l l l 9 J,)=max(max()lx-yll:x,yEH,nX):i=l,..., k) 
and let i3 = min(Z&?,, . . l , &) : (&, a . . , Jk) E P(T)). i, can be computed in 
0((kT/k!)n2) time. Now let (e,. . . , Xf) be the optimal partition for z3. The 
partitions generated in computing i3 are all those that satisfy 
Xi n H,# 0 for some i, r implies Xj n If* = 0 for if i. (4.3) 
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If XT, . . . , x does not satisfy (4.3) then we can find (gl, . . . , 2’) satisfying (4.3) 
and 
z&1, l l = ? ri,)ca,(X,...J@+2&. (4.4 
&.. _, Xk) is obtained by starting with (fl,. . . , g) and while there: are 
r, i, jI , . . . , jp contravening (4.3) amending the current partition (XI,. . . , Xk) by 
Xi:=&U~,“il(Xj,nH,) and Xi8:=Xr.-H, for s=l,...,p. We observe that 
throughout the above process 
x E Xi implies there exists y, I such that y E e and X, y E H, (4 5) . 
(either y = x or prior to some change of partition s E Xi, n H,. and it is then moved 
to Xi while y E Xi n H” is never moved). 
Let z&Z,, . . . , &) = 112 - y^ll where .$ y^ E&,. From (4.5) there exist x*, y*, r, s 
such that x”, y* E $, 2, r* E H, and f, yap H”. Thus 
and thus i3 6 zf + 2L,. 
II Ile. Here i, - z$C 2m”* L/t. Now fix 1 < 2 C 0 and take 
t = [tn(kc,)““/((m + 1)/2)1’2e1. 
This gives z3 - zf G ezz with high probability. The dominant term in kT/k ! is, 
using Stirling’s formulae Ak for some constant A and for polynomial time we 
again 2ssume k < d log n. 
II !I=. Here we take t = [2k”“/e1. 
5. Anplysis of problem 4 
We first compute a probabilistic lower bound to problem 4 using 11 II. 
Lemma 5.1. Let X= {x(l), . . . , x(“)} be chosen at random in D. Let z(X)= 
Ci Cj W” - dj#=. Then 
Prob(z(X)s a)s n(m! c,(a/n)“/V)“_‘l(m(n - l))!. (5.1) 
Proof. We first consider the following: c is an arbitrary point of D and Y = 
{Y (1) , . . . , fq’} are chosen at random in D. Let di = 11~ - y”‘(J, and d(c, Y) = Ci die 
Then 
PrMb, s di s bi + 6bi) s mc,br-’ 6bi( 1+ 0(6bi))/V 
as rnc,by-’ 6bi is the approximate hypervolume of a “thin hyperacnulus” of 
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radius & and thickness at+. Consequently 
Prob(d(c, Y)s a)~ f”*” I”‘=“-“‘. . . [bq**-Z”4n (mc&“-’ dbdj,J) 
JbpO Jbpo Jbq=o 
= (m! c,a”/V)q/(qm)! 
i 
which is easily proved by induction. Putting XI = X/(x”‘) we see that 
Prob(d(xv), Xj)Sa)c(m! c,,pm/V)“-‘l((n- l)m)!. 
Now 
Prob 
( 
f d(x’j’, Xj) s ncz 
) 
6 Prob(d(r”), Xi) G a for at least one j = 1, 
j-1 
s n Prob(d(#), X+ a). 
We obtain (5.1) by replacing a in (5.3) by u/n and using (5.2). q 
. l 
Lemma 5.2. Let X=(x(l),..., x(“‘) be chosen at random in D. For a 20 and 
assuming n 2 2k, then 
Prob(zT(n, k) s a) c A/B 64) 
where 
A = em(n-l)+k&(2m+l)n-2(m+l)k k n (m! cmam/V)n-k, 
B = (m(n - k)2)“‘“-k’(27rmk(n - k))“? 
Proof. Let (XI,..., Xk) EPART.(n, k) and let n, = lX,i for t = 1,. . . , k and let 
Q=Prob(z(X,)ga for t=l,..., k) where z is as defined in the statement of 
Lemma 4.1. From this lemma 
Q s fi n,(m! c,a”/ V)n~-l/n~(~-‘)(m(n, - l))! 
t=l 
where 
P = n (mn,(n, - 1))m(n~-‘)(27rm(nt - 1))1’2e-m(n+) 
n,r2 
am m(n-k)((n _ k)j,)2m(n-k)(2rrm(n _ k))1/2e-m(n-l) 
where n 3 2k is used in one of the reductions. 
As there are at most k”/k! partitions we have our result in the usual way after 
usirsg Stirling’s inequalities. U 
lbeorerrm 5.1. For a sequence of problems where n + * ad k = nd + 0(1/n), and 
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prob(zf(n, k)~ aJV/k#“)< 1/J2mk(n - k)+O(l/n) 
where ad = ((I- d)/d)2m((dde”m-d)“~“d’/??t!)‘“~ 
(ii) d = 0; 
Prob( z,“( n, k) G Pm (n/k)2n-“‘” (Vtk&)“m)G 1/J2mnk(?t-k)+O(l/n) 
where P, - nJe( m !)I’“. 
Proof. Use Lemma 5.2. U 
For 11 llm we have 
Theorem 5.2. For a sequence of problems where n+= and k = nd + 0( l/n) and 
(i) O<d<$: 
Prob(zf(n, k)~ad(V/k)1’m/2)~1/~2?rmk(n-k)+O(l/n). 
(ii) d = 0: 
Prob(zf(n, k)s pm(n/k)2n-“” (V/k)‘/“/Z)g 1/42rrmk(n- k)+O(l/n) 
where a& Pm are as in Theorenl 5.1. 
Once again assuming that D is a hypercvbe of side L we obtain an upper bound 
by using the partition defined in Section 4. This gives 
~$6 m1’2Ln21ff for II llc, 
28 G Ln2/i for II II=* 
Note that these upper bounds are larger than the lower bounds bjc a factor of 
order of magnitude k”. This can be explained by the possibility that all the points 
of X lie in the &me small hypercube. To obtain approximate solutions we 
proceed as in Section 4 to compute 
i4=min(Z4(J1,. . . ,Jk):(J1,. . . ,J&P(T)) 
where 
UJ,, . . .._ak)=max ( c 11x-yll: i = 1,. . . , k 
JGY-JlnX > 
assuming the usual uniform division of D into t” hypercubes. Once again let 
CC, . . . , Xf) minimise z4. If this partition satisfies (4.3) then i, = z$ otherwise 
we can compute from it a partition (X,, . . . , &) satisfying (4.3) and 
z4oc 9 . ..Jik)++n2L.. (5.5) 
!Ve @iit from (*, . . . , e) and a general stage of the construction suppose we 
have the partition (Xi, l . .,&) and for some r 11122 where I={i:XinHr#Q)}. 
Let c be the centre of H and for i E I let di = zxGx, Ilx - c[l and let dp = min(di). We 
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amend the current partition as follows: 
xp:= x,u(H,nxj), 
,y;:=x+)fn id-(p). 
The change A in the value of z4 is 
c c ( c lb-Yll- c 
id-(p) reil, 13% ya& YE%--H, 
lkrn). 
Now 
where 4 = IH, n Xi1 and 
and so 
A s lEFjp, ni(d, - 4 + (IxpI + lXiI)U2) 
Continuing this process until (4.3) is satisfied we find that the total change is 
s n2&. 
11 II=. Here i, - z4 ‘c *<2di2n2L/t. Now fix 1 <E <O and take 
t = f2,1~2k2(kC,)“m/E~ml. 
This gives d,- 2: S ez/ with high probability. The time for computing z4 is 
O(n*k*+‘/k!) and the dominant term in kT/k! is one of kk2+*‘“.and to get a 
polynomial time algorithm we assume k s (6 log n/log log n)“(‘+“*). 
II I/=. Here we take t = [2k2+“*/@ml. 
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